FDHS JV vs Turner Ashby High School
December 1, 2021
At Fort Defiance High School
The Fort JV’s moved to 2 – 0 with a convincing win over the Turner Ashby High School JV’s on
Wednesday night. Playing just one day after their season opening win against Rockbridge High
School, the Fort boys ran out to a 11 – 0 start in the first three minutes including a three pointer
from Isaac Marshall. Good free throw shooting in the quarter helped as FDHS canned seven of
the eight attempts they had from the charity line. The score after the first quarter was 14 – 8.
Gus played about half of the quarter and missed his only field goal attempt. The officials called
the game tightly underneath and this hampered Gus all night. He played half of the second
quarter, also, and had a nice defensive block of a TAHS player’s shot.
Meanwhile, Fort was rolling ahead and led 32 – 8 at the half. Turner Ashby High had some big
players but Fort’s defense created lots of turnovers.
In the third quarter, Gus had a nice spin move and basket for his only points of the night
because shortly afterwards he picked up his 4th foul and had to sit out the rest of the quarter.
Fort led 43 – 12 with three minutes to go. Carter Berry made two layups off give-and-go plays
to make the score at the end of the third 47 – 14.
By this time, the FDHS coach emptied his bench as the fourth quarter started. With them in, TA
scored 11 in a row to make it 47 – 25 with five minutes to go. The starters came back in briefly
but quickly Gus picked up his fifth foul. The subs eventually got back in as TA never got closer
than 20 points. The final score was FDHS 62, TAHS 37.

